
Dear Editor,

The 'hazard reduction burns' undertaken by the NSW NPWS in Biamanga NP (National Parks 
pleased with hazard reduction burning, 12/9) represent an abuse of their social licence. Leaving 
aside the notion that broadacre incenduary bombing on a day of declared total fire ban does not 
represent a precautionary approach, the other issue is koalas and their very limited habitat.

The NPWS previously 'managed' koalas in the Tanatawanglo/Yurrammie forests but these koalas 
are now extinct. For the past five years the NPWS and Forests NSW have been undertaking koala 
surveys in the only area where they remain, including Biamanga NP.

Although no information has been released on these surveys for the past 2 years, what can be 
gleaned is that most, if not all breeding koalas occupy areas that they haven't been logged or burned 
for at least 20 years. The most recent sighting of a koala with a joey was in an area of Mumbulla SF 
that hasn't been logged or burned for over 30 years.

Part of the NPWS's current social licence is made possible with their Biamanga and Gulaga boards 
of management, although as the recent ICAC found, some Aboriginal people are easily exploited. It 
is apparent that like koalas, information on the severity and extent of eucalyptus dieback in 
Biamanga NP, the major threat to koalas, is also not being made available the boards of 
management or the rest of the community.

Questioning the social licence of any organisation should be part of the licence conditions, but 
doing so is only possible when well informed. The social licence recreational shooters aspire to will 
never happen while the NSW Game Council can only provide their data at a state level so 
questioning their benefit at a local scale is not possible.
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